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Why Does America Hate Its
Children?
By Paul Krugman

The other day a correspondent asked me a good question: What

important issue aren’t we talking about? My answer, after some

reflection, is the state of America’s children.

Now, it’s not entirely fair to say that we’re ignoring the plight of

our children. Elizabeth Warren, characteristically, has laid out a

comprehensive, fully financed plan for universal child care. Bernie

Sanders, also characteristically, says he’s for it but hasn’t provided

details. And as far as I can tell, all the other Democratic

presidential candidates support doing more for children.

But policy toward children has attracted far less media attention

than the debate over “Medicare for all,” which won’t become

reality anytime soon — let alone the so-called Warren-Sanders

“spat.” And my guess is that even well-informed voters have little

sense of the grim exceptionalism of America’s child-oriented

policies, which are Dickensian compared with those of every other

advanced country.

A few numbers may be in order here.

Every advanced country mandates some form of paid leave for

new mothers, typically three or four months — every country, that

is, except America, which offers no maternity leave at all.

https://medium.com/@teamwarren/my-plan-for-universal-child-care-762535e6c20a
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/22/18302875/2020-election-democrats-child-care-kids-president
https://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=54760


Most advanced countries devote substantial sums to benefits for

families with children; in Europe these benefits average between 2

and 3 percent of G.D.P. The corresponding number for the United

States is 0.6 percent of G.D.P.

Even where the United States does help children, the quality of

that help tends to be poor. There have been many comparisons

between French and American school lunches: French

schoolchildren are taught to eat healthy meals; American children

are basically treated as a disposal site for farm surpluses.

What’s especially striking is the contrast between the way we treat

our children and the way we treat our senior citizens. Social

Security isn’t all that generous — there’s a good case for

expanding it — but it doesn’t compare too badly with other

countries’ retirement systems. Medicare actually spends lavishly

compared with single-payer systems elsewhere.

So America’s refusal to help children isn’t part of a broad

opposition to government programs; we single out children for

especially harsh treatment. Why?

The answer, I’d suggest, goes beyond the fact that children can’t

vote, while seniors can and do. There has also been a poisonous

interaction between racial antagonism and bad social analysis.

These days, political support for programs that aid children is

surely hurt by the fact that less than half the population under 15 is

non-Hispanic white. But even before immigration transformed

America’s ethnic landscape, there was a widespread perception

that programs like Aid to Families With Dependent Children

basically helped Those People — you know, the bums on welfare,

https://data.oecd.org/socialexp/family-benefits-public-spending.htm
https://qz.com/515148/a-typical-week-of-school-lunch-for-kids-in-paris-vs-new-york/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/less-than-half-of-us-children-under-15-are-white-census-shows/


the welfare queens driving Cadillacs.

This perception undermined support for spending on children. And

it went along with a widespread belief that aid to poor families was

creating a culture of dependency, which in turn was the culprit

behind social collapse in America’s inner cities. Partly in response,

aid to families, such as it was, increasingly came with work

requirements, or took the form of things like the earned-income tax

credit, which is linked to earnings.

The result was a decline in assistance for the poor children who

needed it most.

At this point, however, we know that cultural explanations of social

collapse were all wrong. The sociologist William Julius Wilson

argued long ago that social dysfunction in big cities was caused,

not by culture, but by the disappearance of good jobs. And he has

been vindicated by what happened to much of the American

heartland, which suffered a similar disappearance of good jobs and

a similar surge in social dysfunction.

What this means is that we’ve established a basically vicious

system under which children can’t get the help they need unless

their parents find jobs that don’t exist. And a growing body of

evidence says that this system is destructive as well as cruel.

Multiple studies have found that safety-net programs for children

have big long-term consequences. Children who receive adequate

nutrition and health care grow up to become healthier, more

productive adults. And in addition to the humanitarian side of

these benefits, there’s a monetary payoff: Healthier adults are less

likely to need public aid and are likely to pay more in taxes.

https://www.brookings.edu/bpea-articles/safety-net-investments-in-children/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/09/opinion/sunday/deaths-despair-poverty.html
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/HoynesSchanzenbach_Text.pdf


It’s probably too much to claim that helping children pays for itself.

But it surely comes a lot closer to doing so than tax cuts for the

rich.

So we should be talking a lot more about helping America’s

children. Why aren’t we?

At least part of the blame rests with Bernie Sanders, who made

Medicare for All both a progressive purity test and a bright shiny

object chased by the news media at the expense of other policies

that could greatly improve American lives, and are far more likely

to become law. But it’s not too late to refocus.

Whoever becomes the Democratic nominee, I hope he or she will

give our nation’s shameful treatment of children the attention it

deserves.

The Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the

editor. We’d like to hear what you think about this or any of our

articles. Here are some tips. And here’s our email:

letters@nytimes.com.

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook, Twitter

(@NYTopinion) and Instagram.

https://nyti.ms/38fmyo4
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What America Learned in 28 Days
By The Editorial Board

As soon as the House speaker, Nancy Pelosi, made the decision to

hold back the two articles of impeachment against President

Trump, Republicans complained about the apparent hypocrisy. If

impeaching Mr. Trump had been so urgent, why was it suddenly

O.K. to delay the process indefinitely?

“From the beginning, it’s been unclear what the goal of this hurry-

up-and-wait tactic was or what the country stood to gain,” said

Senator Chuck Grassley of Iowa.

Now that the Senate has the articles, it’s clear what was to gain.

Ms. Pelosi may not have won any concessions from Mitch

McConnell, the Senate majority leader, but the delay did provide

time for additional evidence of Mr. Trump’s Ukraine scheme to

come to light.

As the impeachment trial gets underway in the Senate, here’s a

recap of a number of those disclosures.

A United States ambassador was surveilled and possibly targeted
for harm by people directly connected to Trump aides.

“They are willing to help if we/you would like a price.” “Guess you

can do anything in Ukraine with money.” “They will let me know

when she’s on the move.”

These are a few of the text messages sent last spring between

Robert Hyde, a Republican lobbyist from Connecticut, and Lev

Parnas, a Soviet-born businessman who says Mr. Trump put him at

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/18/us/politics/impeachment-trial.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/18/us/politics/impeachment-trial.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/pelosi-prepares-send-articles-impeachment-senate-will-consult-democrats-about-n1113621
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/15/nyregion/robert-hyde-impeachment-parnas.html


the center of the pressure campaign in Ukraine. The men were

discussing the movements and electronic devices of Marie

Yovanovitch, the ambassador to Ukraine, whom Mr. Trump and his

team saw as an obstacle to their efforts to get Ukraine to

investigate Joe Biden and his son, Hunter.

Mr. Parnas claims he never believed Ms. Yovanovitch was in

danger, and Mr. Hyde says he was just “joking around.” But one

month after the texts were sent, the State Department called Ms.

Yovanovitch in Kyiv in the middle of the night, told her “there were

great concerns” about her security and urged her to get on the

next flight back home.

In early May, President Trump ousted Ms. Yovanovitch, whom he

called “bad news.” He has continued to attack her in tweets.

The targeting of Ms. Yovanovitch is under investigation — by

Ukrainian authorities, at least. Neither the Justice Department nor

the State Department has announced an official inquiry into the

matter, although on Thursday the F.B.I. visited Mr. Hyde’s home

and business.

Russians hacked the Ukrainian gas company central to the
impeachment inquiry.

President Trump wanted Ukraine’s new president, Volodymyr

Zelensky, to announce an investigation of Burisma, the gas

company on whose board Hunter Biden sat, as a way of enhancing

his re-election prospects. The Times this week reported that

Russian military hackers had bored into the email accounts of a

number of Burisma subsidiaries, perhaps searching for material

embarrassing to the Bidens. The tactics used were similar to those

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/16/world/europe/ukraine-yovanovitch-investigation.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/11/us/politics/marie-yovanovitch-trump-impeachment.html
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1195356198347956224
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/16/world/europe/ukraine-yovanovitch-investigation.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/16/politics/fbi-robert-hyde/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/13/us/politics/russian-hackers-burisma-ukraine.html


of Russian hackers in the 2016 campaign, when they breached the

servers of the Democratic National Committee and the Clinton

campaign. Ukraine has asked the F.B.I. to investigate.

President Trump personally directed the scheme to gather
Ukrainian dirt on Joe Biden.

Mr. Trump and his allies have insisted that he was pursuing

investigations of Joe and Hunter Biden, as well as of Ukraine’s

alleged interference in the 2016 election, not for any personal

political reason but as part of the American government’s

longstanding efforts to address corruption in that country.

This claim was never believable, but now we know the president’s

own top aides debunked it. In a May letter, Rudy Giuliani, Mr.

Trump’s personal attorney, requested a meeting with Mr. Zelensky,

then Ukraine’s president-elect, “in my capacity as personal counsel

to President Trump and with his knowledge and consent.” Mr.

Giuliani has been leading the charge to drum up charges of

corruption by the Bidens, even visiting Ukraine to do more digging

while the inquiry was underway. If Mr. Trump truly cared about

rooting out systemic corruption, why was he sending his personal

lawyer to do the job?

The answer is that the requested investigations were “a domestic

political errand,” as Fiona Hill, a Russia expert who worked for the

Trump administration, testified before Congress during the

impeachment hearings.

Nor were people like Mr. Parnas rogue actors. On Wednesday, Mr.

Parnas told The Times, “I am betting my whole life that Trump

knew exactly everything that was going on that Rudy Giuliani was

https://www.axios.com/trump-giuliani-letter-zelensky-ukraine-parnas-405ba89d-8538-4d8a-902d-a6ad0c228522.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-giuliani-letter-zelensky-ukraine-parnas-405ba89d-8538-4d8a-902d-a6ad0c228522.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/21/us/politics/fiona-hill-impeachment-ukraine.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/15/us/politics/lev-parnas-ukraine-trump-giuliani.html


doing in Ukraine.”

President Trump personally ordered the hold on the Ukraine aid,
even though top White House officials disagreed over the wisdom
and legality of that move.

Mr. Trump ordered the suspension of aid to Ukraine about 90

minutes after the July 25 phone call with Mr. Zelensky that

provided the basis for the whistle-blower’s complaint that

triggered the impeachment inquiry. The hold was put in place

quietly because of the “sensitive nature of the request,” according

to a top budget official, and the president continued it despite

significant debate among White House officials.

In a face-to-face meeting in August, John Bolton, the former

national security adviser, urged the president to release the funds.

“This is in America’s interest,” he said, according to The Times. It

didn’t work. “Clear direction from POTUS to hold,” a budget

official informed the Pentagon in late August.

The president broke the law by withholding the aid.

In a report released Thursday, the nonpartisan Government

Accountability Office, a federal watchdog agency, determined that

Mr. Trump’s decision to hold up hundreds of millions of dollars in

military aid to Ukraine — spending that Congress had authorized

— was illegal. “Faithful execution of the law does not permit the

president to substitute his own policy priorities for those that

Congress has enacted into law,” the agency wrote.

At least one top Trump aide is willing to testify.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/21/us/politics/white-house-pentagon-ukraine-aid.html
https://www.justsecurity.org/67863/exclusive-unredacted-ukraine-documents-reveal-extent-of-pentagons-legal-concerns/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/16/us/politics/gao-trump-ukraine.html


Mr. Bolton, whom Mr. Trump pushed out in September as the

Ukraine scandal was unfurling, said that he would be willing to

testify in a Senate trial. Mr. Bolton was a central figure in the

administration last year and was reportedly disgusted by the

Ukraine scheme, which he referred to as a “drug deal.” He has

firsthand knowledge of Mr. Trump’s actions and motivations

during that time. Curiously, while many Republicans complained

that the House impeachment hearings consisted largely of

“hearsay,” almost none have expressed any interest in hearing

from Mr. Bolton now.

All of this has come to light in barely four weeks. Imagine how

much more the nation will learn in the next four.

The Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the

editor. We’d like to hear what you think about this or any of our

articles. Here are some tips. And here’s our email:

letters@nytimes.com.

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook, Twitter

(@NYTopinion) and Instagram.
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